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Sable Island, a small island off the coast of eastern Canada, is the site of some 500 wild horses,

500 shipwrecks, and 500 years of known history. Never settled, the island, also known as the

"Graveyard of the Atlantic," has seen temporary occupation by shipwrecked sailors, transported

convicts, pirates, and wreckers. The wild horses, named for the island they inhabit, abandoned

there long ago or cast ashore from wrecks, are now the only terrestrial mammals on Sable Island.

Roebrto Dutesco's twenty years' documentation of Sable Island comes to you as a stunning volume

of photographs, an unprecedented collection of extraordinary moments in a place uninhabited by

humans, where the wild horses run free, unaware and unafraid of man. Dutesco portrays the wild

beauty of these horses as well as the barren and unspoiled quality of the island, creating an

immersive photographic memoir that captures the soul and spirit. The Romanian-born Canadian

photographer's aim is to document and record this enchanted place for posterity, for our children's

children, as an important place in Earth's history, and more so in our current moment, when unique

wild places are vanishing. It is Dutesco's life project, celebrating the beauty he encountered in a

place forgotten by time, desire, and conquest--Sable Island.
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This book is absolutely stunning. I purchased it as a gift for a friend of mine who used to ride and

compete and had seen this photographers work. She mentioned how much she loved his photos

and that he just published a book. I bought it as a surprise to thank her for some stuff she had done.



She was beyond excited and said it's by far one of her favorite gifts and she has it on her coffee

table and looks at it weekly. It's the PERFECT gift for someone who loves horses. I've considered

buying it myself.

Absolutely gorgeous book. It was extremely well received and I am utterly delighted with this book.

A beautiful book that makes me fully recognize the strength and beauty of these horses. This is a

definite keeper.

Stunning Photos! Worth every penny! What a beautiful, untouched island!

Roberto's Sable Island Horses are amazing. Since I know him personally and have one of his large

print at home I had to buy his book.If there is a complain about the book, after knowing his original

prints the book does not reflect the exact beauty of the photographs.

I spent more on this book, than I have EVER spent on a book, photography, coffee table or

otherwise...worth EVERY penny...thank you, Roberto...:)SueJ

This book is amazing! Bought as a gift for my sister, but now want one for myself!

Simply a very, very beautiful book.
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